Efficiency of acute public hospitals in the region of Murcia, Spain.
Aim: To evaluate the level of efficiency of public acute hospitals situated in the region of Murcia (Spain). Materials & methods: Data from nine acute general hospitals of Murcia's Health Service (SMS by its Spanish acronym) were analyzed over the 2012-2014 period. The data were extracted from the In-patient Health Establishment Statistics of the Ministry of Health, Social Services and Equality, from the National Health Service (SNS) portal and the SMS portal. To this end, the data envelopment analysis (DEA)-window method was used, since this extension of the basic DEA model allows to compare the efficiency of a small number of units over different years and analyze changes in efficiency over time. In addition, the model was complemented by smooth bootstrapping and a superefficiency analysis to improve the quality of the data interpretation. Four inputs were used (number of beds, number of operating rooms, personnel costs and operating costs), two undesirable outputs (average stay and rate of return) and three desirable outputs (weighted discharges, emergencies and surgical interventions). Results: The average level of inefficiency was 1.58% over the study period, with a good evolution between 2012 (3.53%) and 2014 (0.20%). This improvement was also reflected in the number of efficient hospitals that rose from two in 2012 to eight in 2014. Moreover, the slack levels detected were small. Conclusion: The management of the public hospitals analyzed was favorable, both regarding average level of efficiency and the number of hospitals qualified as efficient. However, the analysis revealed several ways to increase efficiency by reducing specific inputs and nondesirable outputs (mainly operating and personnel costs as well as average length of stay) while increasing desirable outputs (mostly the number of surgical interventions). To finish, specific policy measures are suggested to improve the performance of these hospitals.